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The Night Is Forever
From the dark depths of Hollywood’s past The crime
scene is horrific: the corpse of a young actress,
drained of blood and cut in two. LAPD Detective
Sophie Manning’s new case is high-profile and
difficult—there’s no evidence to work with. And it’s a
disturbing echo of the infamous Black Dahlia killing.
Sophie is burning the candle at both ends, desperate
to catch the murderer before he strikes again, when
she starts to experience inexplicable visits…from
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ghosts. Bruce McFadden has a particular talent that
can help Sophie—he can speak with the dead. As a
consultant for the FBI’s paranormal team, the Krewe
of Hunters, he’s been tasked with Sophie’s case and
they’re forced to partner up. But Sophie doesn’t want
his help, and she doesn’t want to share his peculiar
skill. And she certainly isn’t ready for love, despite
Bruce’s attentions. As the killer taunts the police,
Sophie and Bruce will discover that the threat is
closer to home than they’d ever realized. Working
side by side is the only way they’ll stop this deadly
sequel.

Wicked Deeds
"Lara [Mayhew], a congressman's media assistant,
suddenly quits her job--and disappears on the way to
her Washington, DC, apartment. Novice FBI agent
Meg Murray, a childhood friend of Lara's, gets a
message from her that same night, a message that
says she's disillusioned and 'going home.' To
Richmond, Virginia. Meg discovers that she never got
there. And bodies fitting Lara's description are
showing up in nearby riversCould she be the victim of
a serial killer? Meg is assigned to work with special
agent Matt Bosworth, a hard-nosed pro in the FBI's
unit of paranormal investigators--the Krewe of
HuntersAs Meg and Matt pursue the possibility of a
serial killer, they find themselves in the middle of a
political conspiracy. Is there a connection? If so, has
Lara been silenced for good? And whom--besides each
other--can they trust?"--Page [4] of cover.
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Ghost Walk
THE TRUTH IS SCARIER THAN FICTION Keri Wolf has
joined the crew of The Seekers, a show that searches
for paranormal phenomena, as they explore a
supposedly haunted old inn on the road between
Philadelphia and Harrisburg. The place is famous for
its warm welcome—and infamous for being the site of
an ax murder rampage in the 1920s. They’ve barely
begun when a very real dead body is discovered in
the basement. As a nonfiction author, Keri is
supposed to be the rational one, but she can’t explain
a terrifying apparition that seems to be both a threat
and a warning. Former detective Joe Dunhill knows
what she’s going through—the strange gift of being
able to see and talk to the dead is a struggle he
shares. A new member of the FBI’s Krewe of Hunters,
he’s on the team investigating the disturbing death.
The town is steeped in old-fashioned superstition, and
the deeper Joe and Keri plunge into the dark secrets
of the inn, the closer they get to a devastating truth.
Will a bloody history be repeated? Or can the spirits of
the past reach out to stop a killer?

A Stitch in Time
Animal therapist Olivia Gordon and the Krewe of
Hunters investigate mysterious deaths at a historic
horse ranch facility. Original.

Dreaming Death
www.eHeatherGraham.com A place of history,
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secrets…and witchcraft. Devin Lyle has recently
returned to the Salem area, but her timing couldn't be
worse. Soon after she moved into the eighteenthcentury cabin she inherited from her great-aunt
Mina—her "crazy" great-aunt, who spoke to the
dead—a woman was murdered nearby. Craig
Rockwell—known as Rocky—is a new member of the
Krewe of Hunters, the FBI's team of paranormal
investigators. He never got over finding a friend dead
in the woods. Now another body's been found in those
same woods, not far from the home of Devin Lyle.
And Devin's been led to a third body—by…a ghost?
Her discovery draws them both deeper into the case
and Salem's rich and disturbing history. Even as the
danger mounts, Devin and Rocky begin to fall for each
other, something the ghosts of Mina and past witches
seem to approve of. But the two of them need every
skill they possess to learn the truth—or Devin's might
be the next body in the woods….

The Unseen
New York Times bestseller! From StacyPlays, creator
of the mega-popular YouTube series Dogcraft, comes
a thrilling illustrated novel about a girl raised by a
pack of wolves and her quest to protect their shared
forest home. The first in a new Minecraft-inspired
fantasy adventure series! Stacy was raised by wolves.
She’s never needed humans to survive and, from
what she sees of humans, they’re dangerous and
unpredictable. For as long as she can remember,
Stacy’s pack of six powerful, playful wolves—Addison,
Basil, Everest, Noah, Tucker and Wink—have been her
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only family. Together, Stacy’s pack patrols the forest
to keep other animals safe, relying on her wits and
each wolf’s unique abilities to accomplish risky rescue
missions. But as the forest changes and new dangers
begin lurking, are Stacy and the wolves prepared for
the perils that await them? Fans of DanTDM:
Trayaurus and the Enchanted Crystal and the
Warriors series—plus shows like Ranger Bob—will love
this Minecraft-inspired adventure.

When Irish Eyes Are Haunting: A Krewe
of Hunters Novella
From New York Times and USA Today bestselling
author Heather Graham comes a new story in her
Krewe of Hunters series… Any member of the Krewe
of Hunters is accustomed to the strange. And to
conversing now and then with the dead. For Andre
Rousseau and Cheyenne Donegal, an encounter with
the deceased in a cemetery is certainly nothing new.
But this year, Halloween is taking them across the
pond—unofficially. Their experiences in life haven’t
prepared them for what’s to come. Cheyenne’s
distant cousin and dear friend Emily Donegal has
called from London. Murder has come to her
neighborhood, with bodies just outside Highgate
Cemetery, drained of blood. The last victim was found
at Emily’s doorstep, and evidence seems to be arising
not just against her fiancé, Eric, but against Emily,
too. But Emily isn’t just afraid of the law—many in the
great city are beginning to believe that the historic
Vampire of Highgate is making himself known, aided
and abetted by adherents. Some are even angry and
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frightened enough to believe they should take
matters into their own hands. Andre and Cheyenne
know they’re in for serious trouble when they arrive,
and they soon come to realize that the trouble might
be deadly not just for Emily and Eric, but for
themselves as well. There’s help to be found in the
beautiful and historic old cemetery. And as All Hallows
Eve looms, they’ll be in a race against time, seeking
the truth before the infamous vampire has a chance
to strike again. **Every 1001 Dark Nights novella is a
standalone story. For new readers, it’s an introduction
to an author’s world. And for fans, it’s a bonus book in
the author’s series. We hope you'll enjoy each one as
much as we do.**

The Hexed
Nevermore… Eager to start their life together,
historian Vickie Preston and Special Agent Griffin
Pryce take a detour en route to their new home in
Virginia and stop for a visit in Baltimore. But their
romantic weekend is interrupted when a popular
author is found dead in the basement of an Edgar
Allan Poe—themed restaurant. Because of the
mysterious circumstances surrounding the corpse, the
FBI’s Krewe of Hunters paranormal team is invited to
investigate. As more bizarre deaths occur, Vickie and
Griffin are drawn into a case that has disturbing
echoes of Poe’s great works, bringing the horrors of
his fiction to life. The restaurant is headquarters to
scholars and fans, and any of them could be a
merciless killer. Except there’s also something
reaching out from beyond the grave. The late, great
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Edgar Allan Poe himself is appearing to Vickie in
dreams and visions with cryptic information about the
murders. Unless they can uncover whose twisted
mind is orchestrating the dramatic re-creations, Vickie
and Griffin’s future as a couple might never begin…

The Unholy
From New York Times and USA Today bestselling
author Heather Graham comes a new story in her
Krewe of Hunters series… When you're looking for the
victim of a mysterious murder in a theater, there is
nothing like calling on a dead diva for help! Krewe
members must find the victim if they're to discover
the identity of a murderer at large, one more than
willing to kill the performers when he doesn't like the
show. It's Halloween at the Global Tower Theatre, a
fantastic and historic theater owned by Adam
Harrison and run by spouses of Krewe members.
During a special performance, a strange actor makes
an appearance in the middle of the show, warning of
dire events if his murder is not solved before another
holiday rolls around. Dakota McCoy and Brodie
McFadden dive into the mystery. Both have a special
talent for dealing with ghosts, but this one is proving
elusive. With the help of Brodie’s diva mother and his
ever-patient father – who were killed together when a
stage chandelier fell upon them – Dakota and Brodie
set out to solve the case. If they can't solve the
murder quickly, there will be no Thanksgiving for the
Krewe . . . **Every 1001 Dark Nights novella is a
standalone story. For new readers, it’s an introduction
to an author’s world. And for fans, it’s a bonus book in
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the author’s series. We hope you'll enjoy each one as
much as we do.**

Sacred Evil
San Antonio, Texas, 1800s: In room 207 at the
Longhorn Saloon, in the long shadow of the Alamo, a
woman was brutally murdered. Her killer was never
found. One year ago: In that same historic room,
another woman vanished without a trace. In the past
months, San Antonio has become a dumping ground
for battered bodies. When Texas Ranger Logan
Raintree is approached to lead a group of elite
paranormal investigators working the case, he
accepts the challenge. And with it, his powerful ability
to commune with the dead. In Logan's new team is
U.S. Marshal Kelsey O'Brien. Kelsey has been waiting
all her life to work with someone who can understand
her ability to "see" the past. Now she has her chance.
Together, Kelsey and Logan follow their instincts to
the Alamo and to the newly reopened Longhorn,
which once tempted heroes with drink, cards and
women. If the spirits of those long-dead Texans are
really appearing to the victims before their deaths,
only Kelsey and Logan have the skills to find out
why….

The Silenced
A secret government unit, a group of renegade
paranormal investigators…and a murder no one else
can crack Though haunted by the recent deaths of
two teammates, Jackson Crow knows that the living
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commit the most heinous crimes. A police officer
utilizing her paranormal intuition, Angela Hawkins
already has her hands full of mystery and bloodshed.
But one assignment calls to them too strongly to
resist. In a historic mansion in New Orleans's French
Quarter, a senator's wife falls to her death. Most think
she jumped; some say she was pushed. And yet
others believe she was beckoned by the ghostly
spirits inhabiting the house—once the site of a serial
killer's grisly work. In this seemingly unsolvable case,
only one thing is certain: whether supernatural or all
too human, crimes of passion will cast Jackson and
Angela into danger of losing their lives…and their
immortal souls.

The Forgotten
Hired to save a team investigating the wreck of a
freighter that had carried the ill-gotten sarcophagus
of an Egyptian sorcerer, paranormal investigator
Katya Sokolov and forensics guru Will Chan are
plunged into new depths of terror.

Crimson Twilight: A Krewe of Hunters
Novella
Thorne Manor has always been haunted…and it has
always haunted Bronwyn Dale. As a young girl,
Bronwyn could pass through a time slip in her greataunt's house, where she visited William Thorne, a boy
her own age, born two centuries earlier. After a family
tragedy, the house was shuttered and Bronwyn was
convinced that William existed only in her
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imagination. Now, twenty years later Bronwyn inherits
Thorne Manor. And when she returns, William is
waiting. William Thorne is no longer the boy she
remembers. He’s a difficult and tempestuous man, his
own life marred by tragedy and a scandal that had
him retreating to self-imposed exile in his beloved
moors. He’s also none too pleased with Bronwyn for
abandoning him all those years ago. As their
friendship rekindles and sparks into something more,
Bronwyn must also deal with ghosts in the present
version of the house. Soon she realizes they are
linked to William and the secret scandal that drove
him back to Thorne Manor. To build a future, Bronwyn
must confront the past.

Seeing Darkness
Buried alive… As a teenager, Vickie Preston survived
an attack by a serial killer. That was the first time she
saw a ghost. Now the city of Boston is being
terrorized—someone is kidnapping women and
burying them alive, but cruelly leaving a glimmer of
hope for the authorities by sending a clue about their
location. Vickie is pulled into the investigation when
her name is mentioned in one of the notes. And as a
historian, she has the knowledge to help uncover the
graves the killer known as the Undertaker is choosing.
But she also has another unique lead: the spirit of one
of the victims is appearing to her in dreams. Special
Agent Griffin Pryce is on the case for the Krewe of
Hunters, the FBI’s special unit for paranormal
investigators. He feels particularly protective of
Vickie, since their shared past is connected to the
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threat that currently surrounds them. With the killer
accelerating his plans, time is running out for more
victims hidden around the city. Vickie is becoming
closer with Griffin, but she’s getting too close to the
danger, and every breath could be her last.

Blood Night: A Krewe of Hunters Novella
www.TheOriginalHeatherGraham.com Between the
evil and the deep blue sea… A historic cruise ship, a
haunted ship, the Celtic American Line's Destiny, sets
sail from the Port of New Orleans—with a killer on
board. He's known as the Archangel Killer because of
the way he displays his victims in churches. And how
he places a different saint's medallion on each body.
No one knows exactly who he is or why he's doing
this. Jackson Crow—head of the FBI's Krewe of
Hunters, a special unit of paranormal investigators—is
assigned to the case, along with local agent Jude
McCoy. Then Alexi Cromwell, who works in the ship's
piano bar, is drawn into the situation when a victim's
ghost appears to her—and to Jude. She and Jude
share an attraction, and not just because of their
mutual talent. There are many suspects, but one by
one they're ruled out… Or are they? In the end, Jude
and Alexi have to rely on each other to catch the killer
and escape his evil plans for Alexi.

The Night Is Alive
From New York Times and USA Today bestselling
author Heather Graham comes a new story in her
Krewe of Hunters series… Casey Nicholson has always
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been a little bit sensitive, and she puts it to use in her
shop in Jackson Square, where she reads tarot cards
and tea leaves. She’s not a medium, but she can read
people well. When the ghost of Lena Marceau comes
to her in the cemetery, shedding tears and begging
for help, Casey’s at first terrified and then
determined. Lena knows she was the victim of a
malicious murder. Assumes her husband was, as well,
and now fears that her daughter and sister are also in
danger. And all over what she believes is someone’s
quest to control Marceau Industries, the company left
to Lena’s late husband. Casey isn’t sure how she can
help Lena. She isn’t an investigator or with any arm of
law enforcement. But when she receives a visit from a
tall, dark and very handsome stranger—ironically an
FBI agent—she realizes that she’s being drawn into a
deadly game where she must discover the truth or
possibly die trying. Special Agent Ryder McKinley of
the Krewe of Hunters has his own strange connection
to the case. Hoping to solve the mystery of his
cousin’s death, he arrives at Casey’s shop during his
hunt for answers and finds something wholly
unexpected. He fears that Casey’s involvement puts
her in danger, yet she’s already knee-deep in deadly
waters. Unfortunately, there’s nothing to do but follow
the leads and hope they don’t also fall prey to the
vicious and very human evil hunting his family.
**Every 1001 Dark Nights novella is a standalone
story. For new readers, it’s an introduction to an
author’s world. And for fans, it’s a bonus book in the
author’s series. We hope you'll enjoy each one as
much as we do.**
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The Summoning
Trapped by a storm and with no way out, Leigh must
face the man that she both despises and desires After
the death of her rock star husband, Richard, Leigh
swore off musicians. When Derek, her husband’s best
friend, summons her to his Star Island estate in the
Florida Keys, it is with trepidation that she makes the
trip. Leigh and Derek never got along, and their
bitterness toward each other has lasted beyond her
husband’s death. When she arrives at Derek’s home,
Leigh is stunned to learn that he wants to complete
Richard’s unfinished music. As a tropical storm hits
the Keys, Leigh is stranded with nothing to do but
give it a try. But what will happen when they realize
that beneath their mutual distrust lies an abundance
of undiscovered chemistry? This ebook features an
illustrated biography of Heather Graham including
rare photos from the author’s personal collection.

Haunted Be the Holidays: A Krewe of
Hunters Novella
From New York Times and USA Today bestselling
author Heather Graham comes a new story in her
Krewe of Hunters series… Devin Lyle and Craig
Rockwell are back, this time to a haunted castle in
Ireland where a banshee may have gone wild ----- or
maybe there's a much more rational explanation ----one that involves a disgruntled heir, murder, and
mayhem, all with that sexy light touch Heather
Graham has turned into her trademark style. **Every
1001 Dark Nights novella is a standalone story. For
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new readers, it’s an introduction to an author’s world.
And for fans, it’s a bonus book in the author’s series.
We hope you'll enjoy each one as much as we do.**

The Uninvited
The witches, they are real… A series of bizarre
assaults is mystifying Boston police: an unknown
attacker is viciously beating random strangers and
leaving a note quoting an old warning about
witchcraft. History professor Alex Maple was one of
the victims, and now he's gone missing. Vickie
Preston is certain that someone has taken her friend
for malicious purposes. She's having blood-drenched
visions that seem to be staining her waking life, and
the escalating attacks suggest that a dangerous cult
is at work behind the scenes—a cult so powerful that
its members would rather die than be apprehended.
Vickie is grateful to have Special Agent Griffin Pryce
and the FBI's elite Krewe of Hunters on her side. She
and Griffin are finding their way in an increasingly
passionate relationship, and Griffin is desperately
trying to keep her safe and the two of them sane
amid the disturbing investigation. The search for Alex
will take them deep into the wilderness of
Massachusetts on the trail of a serial killer, and it will
take everything they have to survive the ancient evil
that awakens and threatens not just the man they're
striving to save but their very souls.

Dragonswan
When the spirit of a murder victim asks for her help,
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Hannah O'Brien turns to the FBI's elite unit of
paranormal investigators to solve the case, which is
linked to a historical mystery involving sunken
treasure and a curse.

Pale as Death
When scholar Channon MacRea meets the handsome
Sebastian who claims to understand the legendary
Dragon Tapestry she's been studying for years, she
follows him into an alternate world of magic and
danger.

Darkest Journey
SWEET DREAMS AREN’T MADE OF THIS Ever since she
was a child, Stacey Hanson has had strange
dreams—and sometimes they come true. Her skills
and experience led her straight to the FBI’s Krewe of
Hunters. Now a serial killer is stalking Washington,
DC, and people are scared. And it will be Stacey’s first
case. Special Agent Keenan Wallace isn’t exactly
thrilled to be teamed up with a rookie, but they’re
going to have to get past their mutual friction if they
want to stop a brutal killer. The victims are all
vulnerable women, though the clues lead to suspects
from DC’s powerful elite. Stacey can’t escape her
nightly visions, but in trying to prevent them from
occurring in real life, she might come face-to-face
with a nightmare.

The Unspoken
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Rediscover the thrills and chills of this classic
paranormal romantic suspense, book 2 in the Harrison
Investigation series, by the queen of the genre, New
York Times bestselling author Heather Graham. Nikki
DuMonde’s newest employee is standing at the end of
her bed at four o’clock in the morning begging for
help. It’s a joke, right? Besides, as manager of a
successful New Orleans haunted-tour company, Nikki
doesn’t scare easily. But in the light of day, harsh
reality sets in as a police officer informs her that Andy
was brutally murdered—at the exact time Nikki
swears the distraught woman was in her room. No
one believes her except for Brent Blackhawk, a
paranormal investigator desperately trying to forget
his tragic past. Half Irish, half Lakota—and able to
communicate with the dead—Brent is used to living in
two worlds. But when he realizes the ghost of a slain
government agent is also trying to reach out to Nikki,
he knows that she, too, must listen to the dead…if
she wants to keep living. Originally published in 2005

Deadly Touch
A CALL FROM BEYOND… When Kristi Stewart inherits
a property in the old part of Savannah, she knows it
comes with stories of hauntings. But she doesn’t
believe in ghosts, even while she runs seances for the
guests of McLane House Bed-and-Breakfast. Until the
inexplicable midnight appearance of one of her
infamous ancestors. Terrified, she flees into the
night—and right into the arms of Dallas Wicker. Dallas
is trying to uncover the truth about a colleague who
died under suspicious circumstances. As strange
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happenings continue to plague Kristi’s home, it is
soon clear that there’s a very living threat in the
neighborhood—several people have disappeared
without a trace. Dallas can’t find any connection
between the victims, but someone wanted them
gone, and it might be linked to the history of McLane
House. And that means Kristi should be very afraid.

The Awakening
She's being murdered. It was supposed to be a fun
girls' weekend in Salem, but when a past-life
regression session instead sends a terrifying vision of
murder to Kylie Connelly, she's shaken and doesn't
know what to think. Worse, later she identifies the
attacker from her vision: he's a prominent local
politician. Special Agent Jon Dickson of the FBI's
Krewe of Hunters is on the trail of a suspected serial
killer based on the scantest of clues and unreliable
witness testimony. When he realizes Kylie's vision
might be his best lead, he must gain her trust and get
close enough to guide her new talent. Though she
doubts herself, the danger Kylie sees is all too
real--and the pair will have to navigate a murderer's
twisted passions and deceptions to stop the killer
from claiming another victim.

Demon
Once the Fallen’s fearless ruler, a grieving Azazel
must find the legendary siren meant to take his lost
lover’s place . . . and kill her. He’s a devil of an angel.
Azazel should have extinguished the deadly Lilith
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when he had the chance. Now, faced with a prophecy
that will force him to betray the memory of his one
true love and wed the Demon Queen, he cannot end
her life until she leads him to Lucifer. Finding the First
is the Fallen’s only hope for protecting mankind from
Uriel’s destruction, but Azazel knows that ignoring his
simmering desire for the Lilith will be almost as
impossible. She’s an angel of a demon. Rachel
Fitzpatrick wonders how Azazel could confuse her
with an evil seductress. She’s never even been
interested in sex! At least not before she set eyes on
her breathtaking captor. And now she can’t think
about anything else—besides escape. Angels and
demons don’t mix. Rachel stirs a carnal need in
Azazel that he never thought he’d feel again. Falling
for a demon—even if she has no idea she’s the
Lilith—means surrendering his very soul. But if he lets
her go, he risks abandoning his heart, his dangerous
lover, and possibly all of humanity, to Uriel’s deadly
wrath.

When Next We Love
Something lurks beneath the surface… Brodie
McFadden is supposed to be on vacation, getting
some sunshine and deciding if he wants to join his
brothers in the Krewe of Hunters, a special
paranormal investigation unit of the FBI. But a diving
excursion with an old navy buddy to a historic
shipwreck uncovers a crime scene—and the corpse is
new. Museum curator Dakota “Kody” McCoy just
wants her Key West culture festival to succeed. She’s
always had a deep connection to her home, including
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being regularly haunted by some of the resident
ghosts. Then, in the middle of a performance, a
beloved local musician drops dead. It seems
accidental, but Kody isn’t so sure. Brodie thinks the
recent deaths are linked, and he needs help from
Kody. Something about her festival is dangerous. And
the threat is creeping ever closer. Has she uncovered
a treasure from the past that someone will kill for?

Heather Graham Krewe of Hunters Series
Volume 1
From New York Times and USA Today bestselling
author Heather Graham comes a new story in her
Krewe of Hunters series… "An incredible story-teller."
The Los Angeles Daily News It's a happy time for
Sloan Trent and Jane Everett. What could be happier
than the event of their wedding? Their Krewe friends
will all be there and the event will take place in a
medieval castle transported brick by brick to the New
England coast. Everyone is festive and thrilled . . .
until the priest turns up dead just hours before the
nuptials. Jane and Sloan must find the truth behind
the man and the murder--the secrets of the living and
the dead--before they find themselves bound for
eternity--not in wedded bliss but in the darkness of an
historical wrong and their own brutal deaths. **Every
1001 Dark Nights novella is a standalone story. For
new readers, it’s an introduction to an author’s world.
And for fans, it’s a bonus book in the author’s series.
We hope you'll enjoy each one as much as we do.**

The Stalking
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Dark legends come to life With the execution of a
serial killer known as the Artiste, Cheyenne Donegal
thinks a grim part of her past is finally put to rest. Her
cousin had been the twisted killer’s final victim, and
then-teenage Cheyenne was integral in bringing him
to justice. That tragedy drove her to become an FBI
agent. And now she’s back in Louisiana because
someone is murdering young women in the same
manner as the Artiste. Krewe of Hunters agent Andre
Broussard has deep ties in New Orleans and Cajun
country beyond. He knows that more than one
monster has stalked the bayou. Has a deadly threat
been resurrected, or does someone have a dark
inspiration? With the life of a missing woman on the
line, Cheyenne and Andre have to set aside their
doubts about each other and work to discover the
truth. The case is too close and too personal—but
they can’t let it go, especially now that a ruthless
killer has turned the tables and is hunting them.

Dark Rites
SHE KNOWS WHERE TO FIND THE BODY When Raina
Hamish tries on a dress in a Miami boutique, she has
a terrifyingly accurate vision of a murdered corpse in
the murky shadows of the Everglades. She wants to
help, but who would believe her when she can hardly
believe herself? Special Agent Axel Tiger has returned
to Florida to help hunt a serial killer, but the
investigation doesn’t have much to go on. Raina’s
vision is their best chance to uncover more. Axel’s
experience with the FBI’s elite paranormal team will
nurture Raina’s abilities, and she may be able to help
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save a life—but it puts her directly in the crosshairs of
a killer who is closer than they would ever suspect.

Wild Rescuers: Guardians of the Taiga
Sleepy Hollow isn't so sleepy anymore… One night,
New York FBI agent Aiden Mahoney receives a visitor
in a dream—an old friend named Richard Highsmith.
The very next day he's sent to Sleepy Hollow because
Richard's gone missing there.
Maureen—Mo—Deauville now lives in the historic
town and works with her dog, Rollo, to search for
missing people. She's actually the one to find
Richard…or more precisely his head, stuck on a
statue of the legendary Headless Horseman. Mo and
Aiden, a new member of the Krewe of Hunters, the
FBI's unit of paranormal investigators, explore both
past and present events to figure out who betrayed
Richard, who killed him and now wants to kill them,
too. As they work together, they discover that they
share an unusual trait—the ability to communicate
with the dead. They also share an attraction that's as
intense as it is unexpected…if they live long enough
to enjoy it!

The Betrayed
MIDNIGHT IN SAVANNAH… It's a city of beauty,
history…hauntings. And one of the most haunted
places in Savannah is a tavern called The
Dragonslayer, built in the 1750s. The current owner,
Gus Anderson, is a descendant of the original
innkeeper and his pirate brother, Blue. Gus summons
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his granddaughter, Abigail, home from Virginia, where
she's studying at the FBI Academy. When she arrives,
she's devastated to find him dead. Murdered. But
Abby soon learns that Gus isn't the only one to meet a
brutal and untimely end; there've been at least two
other victims. Then Captain Blue Anderson starts
making ghostly appearances, and the FBI's
paranormal investigation unit, the Krewe of Hunters,
sends in Agent Malachi Gordon. Abby and Malachi
have a similar ability to connect with the dead…and a
similar stubbornness. Sparks immediately begin to
fly—sparks of attraction and discord. But as the death
toll rises, they have to trust each other or they, too,
might find themselves among the dead haunting old
Savannah!

The Dead Heat of Summer: A Krewe of
Hunters Novella
They say it’s about the journey, not the destination…
Charlene “Charlie” Moreau is back in St. Francisville,
Louisiana, to work on a movie. One night, she
stumbles across the body of a Civil War reenactor, the
second murdered in two days. Charlie is shocked to
learn that her father—a guide on the Journey, a
historic paddle wheeler that’s sponsoring the
reenactment—is a suspect. Meanwhile, Ethan
Delaney, new to the FBI’s Krewe of Hunters, is
brought in on the case. He and Charlie have a history
of their own, dating back to when he rescued her from
a graveyard—led there by a Confederate ghost!
Charlie arranges a Mississippi River cruise so she and
Ethan can get close to the reenactors, find out who
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knows what, who has a motive. They discover a lot
more as they resume the relationship that ended ten
years ago…but might die, along with them, on the
Journey.

THE NIGHT IS WATCHING
The dead of night The Old West town of Lily, Arizona,
is home to the Gilded Lily, a former theater…and
bawdy house. These days, it offers theatrical
productions geared to tourists, but the recent
discovery of a skull, a real skull, among the props and
costumes shakes everyone up. So, who do you call?
The Krewe of Hunters, a special FBI unit of
paranormal investigators. In this case, it's agent Jane
Everett. Jane's also a talented artist who creates
images of the dead as they once were. But the Krewe
always works with local law enforcement, and here
that means Sloan Trent, former Houston cop and now
sheriff. His great-great-grandmother was an actress at
the Gilded Lily…and she's not resting in peace. Then
more remains appear in the nearby desert. As they
search for answers, using all the skills at their
disposal, Jane and Sloan find themselves falling into
danger—and into love.

Phantom Evil
The Krewe of Hunters: an unusual FBI unit, solving
unusual crimes. See where—and how—this elite group
first began. Read the first four Krewe books and see
why Publishers Weekly says Heather Graham "stands
at the top of the romantic suspense category."
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PHANTOM EVIL FBI agent Jackson Crow is haunted by
the deaths of two teammates. Just like New Orleans
police officer Angela Hawkins, Jackson has the gift—or
the curse—of paranormal intuition. Both are drawn
into an apparently unsolvable case involving the
death of a senator’s wife. Suicide, murder—or the
work of ghosts? HEART OF EVIL A man’s corpse is
discovered on Donegal Plantation in
Louisiana—exactly where patriarch Marshall Donegal
had been found dead in the 1860s. Heiress Ashley
Donegal turns to the Krewe of Hunters, which includes
an old flame of hers, Agent Jake Mallory. Ashley and
Jake are determined to get to the root of the evil, and
the secrets, that haunt the plantation. SACRED EVIL
The body of a promising young starlet has been found
between two of Manhattan’s oldest graveyards, and
the details of the crime scene are no coincidence.
Detective Jude Crosby recognizes the tableau: a
recreation of Jack the Ripper's gruesome work. Jude
calls on Krewe member Whitney Tremont, and what
they learn is far more shocking than either could have
predicted… THE EVIL INSIDE Long ago, a historic New
England house was the witness to madness…and
murder. Now, the horrific murders begin again, with a
teenage boy the main suspect. Krewe member Jenna
Duffy investigates, with the help of attorney Samuel
Hall. When there’s a crime that can’t be explained,
when the dead make their presence known, who are
you going to call? The Krewe of Hunters! Look for
Heather Graham’s romantic thriller Flawless.

Haunted Destiny
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When the body of a murdered starlet is found in a
Hollywood shrine, Sean Cameron and his FBI
paranormal forensics team, including special-effects
artist Madison Darvil, investigate a malevolent force
terrorizing the Black Box Cinema.

The Cursed
www.TheOriginalHeatherGraham.com Murdered by a
dead man? A woman named Maria Gomez is
murdered in Miami, apparently by her
husband—who'd been presumed dead, slain by a
crime boss. FBI agent Brett Cody can't believe it; dead
or alive, the man had loved his wife. He also can't
help feeling guilty, since he was responsible for
protecting Miguel and Maria Gomez. A few miles
away, Lara Mayhew has just begun working at a
dolphin research facility. She loves her new job—until
a dolphin brings her something unexpected from the
deep. A human hand. More body parts show up, and
when Brett looks into the situation, he discovers that
the dismembered corpse is Miguel's. Soon, rumors of
crazed zombies abound in the Miami media, and the
Krewe of Hunters, an elite FBI unit of paranormal
investigators, is called in. Brett and Lara find
themselves working with the Krewe—and working
closely together. An elderly crime boss who's losing
his memory seems to be key to solving this case,
but…there's no motive. Unless Brett and Lara can
uncover one in the Miami underworld. And that means
they have to protect themselves. And each other.

Dying Breath
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Return to the world of the FBI’s Krewe of Hunters as
they try to stop a resurrected evil from taking more
lives, in book 3 of this thrilling series from New York
Times bestselling author Heather Graham. The details
of the crime scene are no coincidence. The body—a
promising starlet—has been battered, bloodied and
then discarded between two of Manhattan’s oldest
graveyards. One look and Detective Jude Crosby
recognizes the tableau: a re-creation of Jack the
Ripper’s gruesome work. But he also sees something
beyond the actions of a mere copycat. Something
more dangerous…and unexplainable. As the city
seethes with suspicion, Jude calls on Whitney
Tremont, a member of the country’s preeminent
paranormal investigating team, to put the speculation
to rest. Yet when Whitney and Jude delve deeper,
what they discover is more shocking than either could
have predicted, and twice as sinister… Previously
published in 2011

The Seekers
#1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts
begins a new trilogy of adventure, romance, and
magick in The Awakening. In the realm of Talamh, a
teenage warrior named Keegan emerges from a lake
holding a sword—representing both power and the
terrifying responsibility to protect the Fey. In another
realm known as Philadelphia, a young woman has just
discovered she possesses a treasure of her own When
Breen Kelly was a girl, her father would tell her stories
of magical places. Now she’s an anxious
twentysomething mired in student debt and working a
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job she hates. But one day she stumbles upon a
shocking discovery: her mother has been hiding an
investment account in her name. It has been funded
by her long-lost father—and it’s worth nearly four
million dollars. This newfound fortune would be lifechanging for anyone. But little does Breen know that
when she uses some of the money to journey to
Ireland, it will unlock mysteries she couldn’t have
imagined. Here, she will begin to understand why she
kept seeing that silver-haired, elusive man, why she
imagined his voice in her head saying Come home,
Breen Siobhan. It’s time you came home. Why she
dreamed of dragons. And where her true destiny
lies—through a portal in Galway that takes her to a
land of faeries and mermaids, to a man named
Keegan, and to the courage in her own heart that will
guide her through a powerful, dangerous destiny

Echoes of Evil
When a murder occurs in Landon Mansion, docent and
historian Allison Leigh works with Agent Tyler
Montague to discover if the ghost of British Lord
"Butcher" Bedford has resurfaced or if there is
another malevolent force at work.
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